LECCIÓN 47 - EJERCICIO DE ESCRITURA EN INGLÉS CON EL PASADO TO BE
Read the following text and answer the questions below.
He’s Jackson. Yesterday, he and his sister Luisa were visiting their friends Mike and Peter.
Mike was working with Jackson in a big company for 7 years, and Luisa was working with
Peter since last year. A year ago, they were on vacation in Costa Rica.
Last night, they were drinking wine while talking / speaking about their vacation for almost
8 hours. Luisa was showing them the photos while they remembered those moments in
that country. Everybody / Everyone was happy.

1. What were Luisa and Jackson doing?
2. Who were Mike and Peter?
3. Was Jackson working with Peter in a big company?

4. How long were Mike and Jackson working together?
5. How long ago were Luisa and Peter working together?
6. Were they on vacation to Puerto Rico?

7. What were they doing last night?
8. How long were they talking / speaking about their vacation?
9. What was Luisa doing?
10. Was everybody / everyone sad?
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1. What were Luisa and Jackson doing?
They were visiting their friends Mike and Peter.
2. Who were Mike and Peter?
They were Jackson and Luisa’s friends / they were the friends of Jackson and Luisa.
3. Was Jackson working with Peter in a big company?
No, they weren’t / no, they were not / no, because Jackson was working with
Mike. (esta pregunta puede tener diferentes alternativas de respuesta).
4. How long were Mike and Jackson working together?
They were working together for 7 years.
5. How long ago were Luisa and Peter working together?
They were working together since last year.
6. Were they on vacation to Puerto Rico?
No, they were not / no, they weren’t / no, because they were on vacation in Costa Rica (esta
pregunta puede tener diferentes alternativas de respuesta).
7. What were they doing last night?
They were drinking wine while talking / speaking about their vacation in Costa Rica.
8. How long were they talking / speaking about their vacation?
They were talking / speaking for almost 8 hours.
9. What was Luisa doing?
She was showing them the photos. / Luisa was showing them the photos.
10. Was everybody / everyone sad?
No, everybody / everyone was happy. / No, because everybody /everyone was happy.

